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EFFECT OF DESIGN FEATURES ON PERFORMANCE OF A 
DOU B LE-ANNU LAR RAM- INDUCTION COMBUSTOR 
by Donald F .  Schultz 
Lewis Research Center 
SUMMARY 
An extensive test program was undertaken to determine the effect of many design 
features on the performance of a double-annular ram-induction combustor. Double- 
annular combustors are unique in that they can be built shorter than an annular com- 
bustor of comparable heat release and have the advantage of radial fuel staging. Com- 
bustors of 512 and 256 air scoops (for a full annulus) were evaluated using two dif- 
ferent combustor open areas so both scoop number and combustor total pressure loss 
effects were evaluated. Also two diffuser air distribution techniques, snouted com- 
bustors and airflow distributing plates, were evaluated to determine an efficient 
method of distributing the diffuser inlet airflow to the combustor passages. 
It was found that a snouted double-annular combustor built with 256 ram- 
ifiduction air scoops with a combustor open area giving a total pressure loss of 
5 .0  percent at a diffuser inlet Mach number of 0 .25  gave the best overall performance 
of the combustor-diffuser air distribution configurations tested. 
I NTRODUCT ION 
This report covers a five-year test program which was undertaken to determine 
the effects of the major design features of diffuser airflow distribution, combustor 
open area and number of air scoops on the performance of a double-annular ram- 
induction combustor. This program was initiated following sector testing reported 
in references 1 and 2 and full annular tests reported in references.2 and 3 ,  which 
demonstrated the potential of double-annular combustors. The sector testing was 
performed by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft in Florida while the full annular testing was 
done in the Engine Components Research Laboratory, a connected duct facility, at 
the Lewis Research Center. 
Double-annular combustors have two basic features of merit - short length and 
the capability of radial fuel staging. The ram-induction concept , which uses air 
scoops with turning vanes rather than simple punched holes to supply most of the 
primary and secondary combustion air, further minimizes combustor length. Still 
additional length reduction can be obtained by using shorter length diffusers , which 
diffuse the air to higher Mach numbers, than is common with conventional combus- 
tors. 
References 4 to 11 represent work on specific areas of double-annular design 
or performance which was reported during the testing period of this program. Ref- 
erence 4 was an air swirler geometry study which compared radial inflow and axial 
flow air swirlers. That report showed radial inflow air swirlers to be superior to 
axial flow air swirlers. The design of the ram-induction air scoops was extensively 
studied in reference 5 .  The scoop variations of reference 5 included scoop dis - 
charges inclined 45 upstream , circumferentially directed secondary scoops , 
(scoops inclined to the combustor radius thus producing circumferential flow as well 
as radial flow compared to only radial flow with conventional scoops) , and variations 
in liner open area distribution between primary and secondary scoops and the dis- 
tribution of air between the outer , inner , and center liners. The original scoop de- 
sign, which introduced the air radially was found to provide the best all around per- 
formance in reference 5 .  
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References 4 and 6 to 10 give information on combustor idle emissions and rela- 
tive altitude relight ability. Some combustor variable geometry techniques such as 
a translating outer exit transition liner , and variable snout inlet were studied in 
references 7 and 8 .  This work which was directed at reducing exhaust emissions 
at ground idle and improving altitude relight capability was quite successful. Also 
a program was conducted to determine the effects of radial and circumferential inlet 
velocity profile distortions. The double-annular combustor Was found to be unaf- 
fected by radial inlet air velocity distortions , but was sensitive to circumferential 
distortions, as pattern factor was found to increase substantially. Further infor- 
mation on inlet air distortions is given in reference 11. 
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The purpose of the present report is to compare the full annular combustor con- 
figurations reported in references 1 to 11 with other unreported configurations, to 
evaluate the various combustor design features. The combustor compari.sons are 
based on total pressure loss, combustion efficiency, exit temperature profiles, exit 
temperature parameters, altitude relight capability, and levels of pollutant exhaust 
emissions. 
A variety of test conditions were used in testing at Lewis for this program. Two 
test points simulated sea-level takeoff conditions (except for pressure) of approxi- 
mately 12-to-1 and a 23-to-1 pressure ratio turbofan engines. Also two supersonic 
cruise points were used. They were comparable to a Mach 2.7 flight speed which 
was representative of the U .S . SST airplane proposed for the late 1960's and a Mach 
3.0 flight cruise point to evaluate the durability the rate at which the combustor 
deteriorates with time and emissions caused by a higher inlet-air temperature. 
APPARATUS 
Combustor Design 
The double-annular concept. - The combustor used in this investigation is re- 
ferred to as a double-annular ram-induction combustor. constructing the combus- 
tion zone as a double annulus permits the reduction of overall combustor length while 
maintaining an adequate ratio of length to annulus height in each combustion zone. 
Figure 1 shows a typical double-annular combustor. This double-annular feature 
allows a considerable reduction in length to be made over a single annulus with the 
same overall height. Individual control of the inner and outer annulus fuel systems 
of the double-annular combustion zone provides a useful method for adjusting the 
outlet radial temperature profile. This individual fuel control also permits the use 
of radial fuel staging for low power settings such as ground idle and altitude relight. 
The ram-induction concept. - The ram-induction combustor differs from the more 
conventional combustors in that the compressor discharge air is allowed to penetrate 
into the combustion and mixing zones without diffusing to as high a static pressure 
as a conventional static pressure-fed combustor. The kinetic energy of the inlet air 
is thereby used to promote rapid mixing of air and fuel in the primary zone and dil- 
uent air and burned gases in the mixing zone. The airflow is efficiently turned into 
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the combustor by two rows of vaned turning scoops that penetrate into the combus- 
tion zones. 
The ram-induction combustor has the following advantages over conventional 
(1) A shorter length combustor is obtained because more controlled mixing can 
static pressure-fed combustors: 
be established in the combustion zone. This mixing is achieved by better control 
of the airflow injection angle with the vaned turning scoops. 
velocities is no longer needed or desired. The overall diffuser-combustor length 
can, therefore, be reduced. The small area ratio diffuser in the shorter length 
could have less pressure loss since it is not as prone to flow separation as diffusers 
of larger area ratios. However, this advantage can be offset by the increased 
turning losses associated with splitting the relatively high velocity flow evenly be- 
tween the combustor airflow passages and the combustor itself. 
(2) Diffuser length can be shortened since diffusion to very low combustor air 
(3) The high velocity flow over the exterior surfaces of the combustor provides 
substantial convective cooling of these walls. This convective cooling reduces the 
film cooling air requirements. Thus more air is available for mixing and tempera- 
ture profile control. 
A more detailed discussion of the ram-induction concept is provided in reference 12. 
Combustor design details. - Table I summarizes the configuration of each model. 
Six double-annular ram-induction diffuser-combustor combinations were compared 
in this investigation. 
The double-annular combustors have three primary airflow passages fed by the 
diffuser. They are the inner, center, and outer shrouds as shown in figure 2 .  Forty 
to sixty percent of the airflow depending on the model is ducted to the outer and 
inner liners of the combustors. The remaining air enters the headplate, center 
shroud, and exit transition liners. The high velocity airflow which is maintained 
from the diffuser inlet through this ducting is turned into the combustor burning 
zones by means of the scoops. The first row of scoops supplies air to the primary 
zone, while the second row supplies diluent air to the secondary zone (see fig. 1). 
Three types of diffuser arrangements were evaluated. Three of the combustor 
models used diffuser airflow splitter plates, two used snouts and one used an open 
diffuser. Two of the combustors had 512 airflow scoops and four had 256 scoops. 
Two combustors had open hole areas of about 1070 squari! centimeters and four had 
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open hole areas of about 1430 square centimeters. 
Basic dimensions of the combustors are shown in figure 2. The diameters are 
essentially those of the combustor for the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft experimental 
supersonic transport engine (JTF 17 (ref. 13)) . However, the diffuser-combustor 
overall length of the double-annular combustor is about 30 percent shorter than that 
used in the JTF 17 engine. 
Photographs of the combustor types are shown in figures 3 to 5. Comparing fig- 
ures 3 and 4 shows the complexity of the 512 scoop combustors compared to the 
simpler 256 scoop types. 
Figure 5 is a sideview showing the snout and airflow splitter plate types of dif- 
fuser airflow distributors. 
Combustor - design specifications. - The major items in the combustor design 
are tabulated in table 11. The circumferential locations of combustor components 
such as scoops, fuel nozzles, and diffuser struts are shown in figure 6 .  The flow 
areas as distributed among the many openings (scoops, film cooling, swirlers, etc.) 
are given on the combustor sketch of figure 7 and in table 111 as well as scoop length 
and width dimensions for the different models tested. 
Fuel nozzles. - Simplex fuel nozzles with axial or radial inflow air swirlers 
were used for the investigation. Table IV shows the fuel nozzle characteristics at 
the various test conditions. Figure 8 shows the axial and radial inflow air swirlers 
used in this study. 
Test Facility 
The full-scale double-annular ram-induction combustor investigation was con- 
ducted in a closed-duct test facility of the Engine Components Research Laboratory 
at Lewis. A schematic of this facility is shown in figure 9. Airflows for combustion 
ranged from 2.3 to 136 kilograms per second at pressures ranging from 1.7 to 
113.8 newtons per square centimeter. A i r  temperatures could be controlled over a 
range of 265 to 922 K without vitiation before entering the combustor under test. 
For combustor inlet-air temperatures of 589 K or less, an indirect-fired heat 
exchanger was used. For higher inlet temperatures (to 922 K) , a second stage of 
indirect heating was used. Heat for the second stage was provided by a natural- 
gas-fueled 5-57 jet engine with afterburner. 
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Figure 10 shows the combustor test section and the connected inlet and outlet 
1 
2 
ducting. About 4- pipe diameters of constant area duct was ahead of the test sec- 
tion, which included the diffuser inlet and diffuser as part of the housing. The com- 
bustor housing measured 1 . 0 2  meters at the maximum diameter and was 0 . 9 6  meter 
long including the inlet section. Following the combustor housing was the outlet 
instrumentation section. Downstream of this section, the combustor exhaust gases 
were cooled by a water-injection spray system. The exposed surfaces downstream 
of the combustor were cooled by two methods: 
adjacent to the hot surfaces, and (2) water sprays impinging directly on the exposed 
surfaces. 
(1) circulating water in passages 
Airflow rates and combustor pressures were regulated by remotely controlled 
valves upstream and downstream of the test section. Flow straighteners were used 
to evenly distribute the airflow entering the combustor (see fig. 1 0 ) .  
Instrumentation 
Measurement methods. - Measurements to determine combustor operation and 
performance were recorded by the Lewis Central Automatic Data Processing System 
(ref. 14) . Control room readout instrumentation (indicating and recording) was 
used to set and monitor the test conditions and the operation of the combustor. Pres- 
sures were measured and recorded by the central Digital Automatic Multiple Pres- 
sure Recorder (DAMPR) and by strain-gage pressure transducers (ref. 15) .  Iron- 
constantan thermocouples were used to measure temperatures between 240 to 675 K; 
Chromel-Alumel thermocouples measured temperatures between 240 and 1560 K . 
High temperatures (to 1920 K) were measured with platinum 13 rhodium-platinum 
thermocouples. The indicated readings of all thermocouples were taken as true 
values of the total temperatures. The platinum 13 rhodium-platinum thermocouples 
(Type R) were of the high-recovery aspirating type (ref. 16 ,  type 6 ) .  
Airflow rates were measured by square-edged orifices installed according to 
ASME specifications. Fuel flow rates were measured by turbine flowmeters using 
frequency-to-voltage converters for readout and recording. 
Instrumentation stations . - The locations of the combustor instrumentation 
stations are shown in figure 2 .  Inlet air temperature was measured by eight 
Chromel-Alumel thermocouples that were equally spaced around the inlet at station 3 .  
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The pressure rakes measured the total pressure profile at centers of equal areas 
across the inlet annulus. Static pressure at the inlet was measured by sixteen wall 
static pressure taps with eight on the outer and eight on the inner walls of the 
annulus at station 3 .  
Combustor shroud instrumentation consisted of six rakes to measure airflow dis - 
tribution between the outer, inner, and center flow passages at station 3 . 5  as defined 
in figure 2 .  Each rake consisted of three total pressure tubes (except the snout 
rakes which contained four) and a static pressure tube. These rakes were located 
at the entrance to each flow passage and the tubes were at centers of equal area. 
In the case of the snouted combustors the center flow passage was measured at the 
snout inlet rather than station 3 . 5 .  
measured at 3O increments around the exit circumference. At each 3' increment , 
five temperature and five pressure points were measured across the annulus. Three 
of these probes, each on an arm 120' apart, rotated 120° providing full coverage 
of the circumference. Water-cooled shields protected these probes when they were 
not in use at three fixed points in the exhaust stream. At these points, temperature 
and pressure were not measured. The portion of the probes exposed to the hot 
exhaust gases were made of platinum-rhodium alloy. Also located at station 4 were 
eight wall static pressure taps. 
Combustor outlet total temperature and pressure at instrumentation station 4 were 
Two methods were used to obtain exhaust gas samples. Eight randomly spaced 
five point fixed sample probes were used in the early testing while three five point 
rotating sample probes were used in the later tests. Figure 11 shows examples of 
the gas sample probes used. In all cases, steam traced lines were used to maintain 
gas sample temperatures near 435 K .  
PROCEDURE 
Test Conditions 
For this investigation four test conditions were selected. Two conditions simu- 
late takeoff of low and high pressure ratio fan engines except for proper pressure 
which could not be obtained in this facility. Two conditions simulate cruise of a 
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supersonic turbofan engine. Table IV outlines the test conditions used. A design 
exit temperature of 1478 K was used for all conditions. ASTM-Jet A fuel was used 
throughout this investigation. JP-4 was used in some altitude relight tests of ref- 
erence 6 .  
Ca Icu lations 
Combustion efficiency by .- thermocouple _. - measurement. -_ - Efficiency was deter- 
mined by dividing the measured temperature rise across the combustor by the theo- 
retical temperature rise. The theoretical rise is calculated from the fuel-air ratio 
fuel properties, inlet air temperature and pressure, as well as the amount of water 
vapor present in the inlet airflow. The exit temperatures were measured with five- 
point traversing aspirated thermocouple probes and were mass weighted for the effi- 
ciency calculation. The indicated readings of all thermocouples were taken as true 
values of the total temperatures. The mass-weighting procedure is given in refer- 
ence 1 3 .  In each mass-weighted average, 585 individual exit temperatures were 
used. 
Combustion efficiency by - gas _ _ _  analysis. .. - - Efficiency by gas analysis was deter- 
mined by measuring the amount of carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and unburned 
hydrocarbons in the exhaust gas. Multiple gas samples were obtained as described 
in the section Instrumentation. An analysis of 39 samples was made during each 
data point. The derived combustion efficiency calculated from gas analysis was val- 
idated by determining the combustor fuel-air ratio from the exhaust analysis. This 
fuel-air ratio was then divided by the metered fuel-air ratio to obtain fuel-air-ratio 
ratio (FARR) to compare their agreement. A value of 1 . 0  indicates that fuel-air 
ratios computed by carbon balance from gas sampling are in complete agreement 
with fuel-air ratio based on metered air and fuel flows. 
An additional check on gas sample validity was made on selected data points. 
For this check the remaining oxygen in the exhaust was measured and the fuel-air 
ratio was calculated based on oxygen depletion. The fuel-air ratio by oxygen anal- 
ysis was then divided by the metered fuel-air ratio to compare their agreement. 
This ratio is called FARRO and is listed along with FARR values in the data table 
(table V) . FARR and FARRO values of 1.020.05 for late data or 20.15 for early 
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data were considered acceptable values. 
Reference velocity and diffuser inlet Mach number. - Reference velocity Vref 
for the combustor was computed from the total airflow reference area (the maximum 
cross-sectional area between the inner and outer shroud) (see table 11) , and the 
diffuser inlet total pressure and temperature. Diffuser inlet Mach number was cal- 
culated from the total airflow, the total temperature and the static pressure meas- 
ured at the diffuser inlet, and the inlet annulus area. 
Total pressure loss. - The total pressure loss A P/P was calculated by mass 
averaging total pressures measured upstream of the diffuser Pt3 inlet and at the 
combustor exit. The total pressure loss, therefore, includes the diffuser loss. 
Exit temperature profile parameters. - Four parameters of interest in evaluating 
the quality of exit temperature profile are considered. They are pattern factor, local 
factor, stator factor, and rotor factor. Pattern factor and local factor are used for 
preliminary screening, while the parameter 6 
the exit temperature profile on the turbine stator, and 6rot is a measure of the 
quality of the exit temperature profile on the turbine rotor. Figure 1 2  is a graphical 
explanation of these parameters. The exit temperature pattern factor is defined as 
is a measure of the quality of stat 
- 6 =  Tt4(max) - Tt4 
Tt4 - Tt3 
where Tt4 and Tt3 are averages of temperatures measured at the exit and inlet, 
and where Tt4(max) - Tt4 is the maximum temperature occurring anywhere in the 
combustor exit plane minus the average exit temperature. The exit temperature 
local factor 610c is defined as 
- Tt4(loc) - Tt4 
%OC - 
Tt4 - Tt3 
where Tt4(loc) - Tt4 is the local temperature occurring anywhere in the combus- 
tor exit plane minus the average exit temperature. Local factor equals pattern fac- 
tor at the point of greatest positive temperature difference. These parameters are 
useful for preliminary screening, but do not take into account the desired radial 
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temperature profile for which the combustor was designed. The desired average 
radial distribution of temperature at the combustor exit plane is determined by the 
stress and cooling characteristics of the turbine. For purposes of evaluating the 
double-annular combustor, an exit radial temperature profile was selected for con- 
ditions that are typical of advanced engines. 
The two other parameters take the design profile into account. These parameters 
are 
pt4j(loc) - Tt4j(des)l m8x 
%tat = 
Tt4 - Tt3 
pt4j - Tt4j(desd max 
- - %ot - 
Tt4 - Tt3 
for 'stat is the maximum positive temperature 
- 
where p t 4 j  (loc) Tt4j (desd max 
difference between the highest local temperature at any given radius and the design 
temperature for that same radius (the subscript j refers to any radial location in - - 
the radial temperature profile) and where p t4 j  - Tt4j(desd for 'rot is the 
max 
maximum temperature difference between the average temperature at any given ra- 
dius around the circumference and the design temperature for that same radius (see 
fig. 1 2 ) .  The term used in the denominator in all four parameters is the average 
temperature rise across the combustor A T . 
Shroud flows. - For the three shroud flows (inner center and outer), an ai? 
flow was calculated for each total pressure tube all of which were located at centers 
of equal areas. The individual airflows for each rake were summed. The two rakes 
in each annular passage were then averaged. The total shroud flow was determined 
by summing the average flow entering each passage. This flow was used to deter- 
mine the percentage split between the three annular passages. 
Units. - The customary U . S  . system of units was used for primary measurements 
and calculations. Conversion to SI units (Systeme International d'Unit6s) is done 
for reporting purposes only. In making the conversion, consideration is given to 
implied accuracy and may result in rounding off the values expressed in SI units. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Table V is a list of typical test results for the takeoff and cruise operating condi- 
tions used in this investigation. ASTM Jet-A fuel was used for all tests. The design 
average exit temperature of 1478 K was not obtained with all models tested due to 
excessive local temperature peaks which could damage the exit temperature instru- 
mentation. Radial fuel staging was used in some cases to improve the exit tempera- 
ture profile. 
Airflow Distribution Between Combustor Passages 
Figure 13 shows the measured air flow distribution between the combustor 
shrouds and the percentage of inlet airflow measured by the shroud pressure rakes. 
In the case of the two snouted combustors, models 6 and 7 ,  the center shroud flow 
pressure rake was mounted at the snout inlet and contained four total pressure tubes 
and a static rather than three total pressure tubes and a static when mounted at the 
inlet to the center shroud. The extra total pressure tube was added due to the 
greater annulus height. Figure 13 indicates that between 40 and 60 percent of the 
shroud air went down the center passage. Models 1 ,  3 ,  and 6 flowed about equal 
percentages of their remaining air down their outer and inner passages. The re- 
maining three models flowed more of the remaining air to the inner shroud passage 
than to the outer shroud passage. 
Overall performance (when considering total pressure loss exit temperature pa- 
rameters and durability) indicates that a snouted combustor is best and should dis- 
tribute about 60 percent of its airflow to the snout and 20 percent to each the outer 
and inner shroud passages such as in model 6, a snouted combustor with 256 air 
scoops and small open area. A combustor using splitter plates performed second 
best. The best combustor design using splitter plates distributed 48 percent of its 
air to the center shroud and 26 percent to each of the outer and inner shrouds. 
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Total Pressure Loss 
Figure 14 compares combustor total pressure loss which includes the diffuser 
loss for the models tested at a takeoff and a cruise condition. Dashed curves are 
provided to indicate calculated pressure losses while the solid curves represent 
measured pressure losses. Model 7 (a snouted combustor with 256 scoops and larger 
open area) had the lowest takeoff pressure loss which was only 4 .1  percent. Model 6 
(a snouted combustor with 256 scoops and small open area) was second best at 
5 . 1  percent. Model 10A (a combustor with open diffuser 256 scoops, and larger 
open area), which was model 10 with the diffuser flow splitters removed, had a 
lower pressure loss than model 10.  However, figure 13 shows the airflow distribu- 
tion was very poor with model 10A when compared to any other model. On model 
1OA nearly as much air flowed in the inner shroud passage as in the center. This 
led to liner durability problems. 
Model 6 had the lowest pressure loss of any of the combustors tested at the Mach 
3 .O cruise condition 7.25  percent. Figure 15 shows model 6's total pressure loss 
as a function of diffuser inlet Mach number over the range of conditions tested. 
Snouted combustors provided lower pressure losses than did comparable splitter 
plate flow distributing combustors. 
Exit Temperature Distribution Parameters 
Figure 16 compares the exit temperature profile parameters of pattern factor, 
stator factor, and rotor factor for the combustors tested at up to four simulated en- 
gine conditions. This comparison was made at 1478 K exit average temperature 
except for model 3 which was only tested to 1381 K due to the high local tempera- 
tures encountered. This figure shows that pattern and stator factors for the better 
configurations remained below 0 . 2  for these test conditions while the rotor factor 
usually remained below 0 . 0 3 .  These values are consistent with good design prac- 
tice. Model 6 (a snouted combustor with 256 scoops and small open area) performed 
best of all the combustors tested having exit temperature parameters of pattern factor 
and stator factor lower than any other combustor at all conditions except Mach 3 . O  
cruise. At Mach 3 . 0  cruise the pattern factor of model 10 (a 256 scoop combustor 
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with larger open area and splitter plates) was 0.143 versus 0.169 for model 6. How- 
every at this same condition model 6's stator factor was only 0.168 versus 0.201 for 
model 10. Comparing rotor factor at takeoff condition 5 (table IV) model 6 outper- 
formed all other models except model 1B (a 512 scoop combustor with small open area 
and splitter plates) at Mach 3.0 cruise condition (and model 7 ,  a snouted combustor 
with 256 scoops and large open area). 
Radial fuel staging. - Radial fuel staging is a process of adjusting the exit tem- 
perature profile by varying the ratio of fuel flow to each annulus. Figure 17 shows 
the effect of radial fuel staging on pattern factory stator factory and rotor factor for 
the model 6 combustor at a simulated takeoff condition with 590 K inlet temperature 
air. A 30 percent reduction in pattern and stator factors was achieved by flowing 
20 percent more fuel to the inner annulus than to the outer annulus. Though less 
significant a reduction in rotor factor from 0.032 down to 0.025 was obtained with 
the same radial fuel staging that gave the 30 percent reduction in pattern and stator 
factors. 
radial fuel split giving the lowest exhaust temperature parameters was used in this 
presentation. The relative merits of the configurations are not affected by the com- 
parisons made at different fuel splits. A comparison of all models with the same fuel 
flow in each annulus showed that snouted combustors had the lowest exit tempera- 
ture parameters. 
Radial fuel staging was not employed on all models, but when used the 
Exit temperature analysis technique. - A technique was developed at Lewis 
Research Center to permit research engineers to evaluate combustor exit tempera- 
ture profiles very quickly. A unique computer program was prepared which con- 
verts exit temperatures into local factor. Figure 18 employs this technique. With 
this format local factor increases chronologically with the alphabet for positive 
values and chronologically with numbers for negative values. Thus as the key 
shows in figure 18, a trBr' would indicate a hot spot that would result in a local fac- 
tor between 0.1 and 0.2 and conversely a "2" would correspond to a cold spot 
"local factor" between -0.1 and -0.2. Pattern factor as normally reported would be 
the largest positive value of local factor. 
Figures 18(a) to (d) show the combustor exit temperature patterns machine 
coded in terms of local factor for model 6 combustor at the four test conditions. 
Shading is used to show the hottest highest local factory areas. . 
Figure 18 (e) is a typical exit local factor distribution for model 3 which was 
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the poorest performing model from an exit temperature distribution standpoint. 
and peak radial temperature profiles to the design radial temperature profile at the 
takeoff and Mach 3 . 0  cruise operating conditions for the combustor models tested. 
These figures show the temperature profile entering the engine stator and turbine. 
As the stator blades are stationary, they must be built to withstand the peak temper- 
ature profile while the turbine need only be built to withstand the average radial 
temperature profile. Design practice favors a slightly tip peaked temperature pro- 
file similar to the design radial temperature profile, to reduce peak temperatures 
at the turbine peak stress point, the hub. Models 3 and 7 are not shown in fig- 
ure 19 (b) since they were not tested at the Mach 3 . 0  cruise condition. Figure 19 
shows that the model 6 combustor had the lowest average and peak temperature de- 
viations of any of the combustors at takeoff and was nearly comparable to model 10 
at the Mach 3 . 0  cruise condition. Even at the Mach 3 . 0  cruise condition , model 6's  
profile may provide a less severe environment for the stator vanes and turbine than 
model 10 since model 6's hub temperatures are lower than model 10 's .  
Radial temperature profile. - Figures 19 (a> and (b) compare the average radial 
Combustion Efficiency 
Combustion efficiency as computed by exhaust gas analysis was 99.6 percent or 
higher for both the takeoff and cruise conditions for all the models tested at each 
condition, Combustion efficiency measured by thermocouples varied from 97.8 to 
104.5 percent. Thermocouple combustion efficiency data in table V is included as 
exhaust gas analysis was unavailable for the early testing in this program. 
A I ti tude Re1 ig ht 
The relative altitude relight capability of four of the combustor models was eval- 
uated using ambient temperature air and fuel at a combustor reference Mach number 
of 0.05.  This is an arbitrary condition used for comparative purposes only. In this 
test, an altitude relight was defined as ignition with a minimum resulting tempera- 
ture rise of 80 K the lowest temperature rise that was considered adequate to accel- 
erate an engine of this size. 
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Figure 20 summarizes the results of these tests. Model 1B (a 512 scoop combustor 
with small open area and splitter plates) performed best by relighting at 5.5 newtons 
per square centimeter inlet total pressure and 287 K inlet air temperature. Model 6 
(a snouted combustor with 256 scoops and small open area) was a very close second 
with ignition at 5.5 newtons per square centimeter and 292 K. Other altitude relight 
information, including use of variable combustor geometry (simulated translating 
exit transition liner, and flapper valves on the snout inlet), with model 6 is given in 
reference 8. Relights down to 3.6 newtons per square centimeter inlet pressure with 
285 K inlet temperature air and 80 K temperature rise were obtained by simulating 
variable combustor geometry. A dashed curve is provided in figure 20 to show typ- 
ical altitude relight performance. This curve is taken from reference 6 (fig. ll(b)) 
and represents a 100 K temperature rise versus 80 K temperature rise as specified 
for ignition for the data points in figure 20. 
Exhaust Emissions 
Because of the high combustion efficiency encountered (in excess of 9 9 . 6  percent) 
with all models, presentation of exhaust emissions of unburned hydrocarbons and 
carbon monoxide emission indices is limited to the table V as these values were 
found to be insignificant. 
Extensive carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbon emissions information at 
engine ground idle conditions, including the effects of variable combustor geometry 
used to reduce emissions at idle is given in references 4 and 8 to 1 0 .  Radial fuel 
staging, radial inflow air swirlers, and variable combustor geometry similar to that 
described in the altitude relight section all reduced exhaust emissions of unburned 
hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide. Reference 9 also provides parametric emissions 
information over a range of combustor inlet air temperatures of 585 to 895 K, inlet 
pressures of 20 to 62 newtons per square centimeter, reference velocities of 24 to 
48 meters per second, and exit average temperatures of 1250 to 1478 K with a few 
points as  low as 815 K .  
Oxides of nitrogen emissions are shown in figure 21, a bar chart comparing the 
combustor models tested at simulated takeoff and cruise. This figure shows that 
diffuser airflow distribution technique has little effect on NOx emissions. Models 7, 
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10, and 10A all produced a NOx emissions index of about 9.5 grams per kilogram 
fuel at the simulated takeoff condition with 755 K inlet air temperature. Using the 
extrapolation technique of reference 17 this NO emission index increases to 
18.0 grams per kilogram fuel at a pressure ratio of 23 to 1 a design compression 
ratio representative of large turbofan engines. Comparing models 7, 10, and 1OA 
figure 21 also shows that combustor total pressure loss has little or no effect on 
oxides of nitrogen emissions as the oxides of nitrogen emissions index was 9,520.1 
gram per kilogram of fuel for all three models at the S takeoff simulated condition 
while total pressure loss varied from 5.5 percent for model 7 to 7.2 percent for 
model 10. Model 6 produced somewhat higher NOx than model 10 at the cruise con- 
ditions. Higher combustion temperatures are known to increase oxides of nitrogen 
emissions. Extrapolating data of model 3 at simulated takeoff from 1381 K exit aver- 
age temperature to 1475 K exit average temperature using reference 9 increases the 
oxides of nitrogen emission index from 5.6 to 6.4 making model 3 the highest emitter 
at that condition. A comparison of models 3 and 10 at the S1 takeoff condition 
shows that oxides of nitrogen decrease with increasing scoop size. A similar com- 
parison exists for models 6 and 10  at cruise, where model 10 which has larger 
scoops also has lower oxides of nitrogen emissions. 
X 
2 
Durabi I i ty 
Table VI shows the accumulated burning time for each of the combustor models 
tested. Included in these times is time accumulated from other double-annular test 
programs. Models 1, 6 ,  and 10 were operated for over 100 hours each at conditions 
ranging from idle to Mach 3.0 cruise with only minor liner burning and warpage of 
scoops an example of which is shown in the circled areas of figure 22. Models 3 
and 7 were not tested extensively but exhibited only minor distress, whereas model 
1OA suffered considerable burning and warpage of short center scoops during its 
20.4 hours of testing. Model 10A's durability problems are related to the reduced 
airflow in the center shroud. Model 10A flows only 40.3 percent of its air in the 
center liner compared to 43.8 percent for model 10 and 48.9 percent for model 1. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It appears that a double-annular combustor of the basic size investigated, 94- 
centimeter external diameter, should be a snouted combustor with 256 ram-induction 
air scoops, an open area of about 1100 square centimeters, and of s imi la r  construc- 
tion to model 6. The model 6 combustor (a snouted combustor with 256 scoops and 
a small open area) was found to perform best overall. Its total pressure loss was 
among the lowest tested being 5.1 percent at simulated takeoff with 590 K inlet air 
temperature. Model 6's pattern factor was below 0.19, stator factor was below 0.17, 
and rotor factor was below 0.028 for all conditions tested giving the best overall 
exit temperature profile performance. Model 6 also exhibited about the best altitude 
relight performance by relighting with 80 K temperature rise at an inlet condition of 
0.05 reference Mach numbers, 5.5 newtons per square centimeter inlet total pres- 
sure,  and 292 K inlet temperature. NOx emissions, however, were somewhat 
higher than for the other models reaching values of 12.4 and 16.8 grams per kilo- 
gram fuel respectively at the Mach 2.7 and Mach 3.0 cruise conditions. Model 6's 
durability appeared to be among the best with minimal deterioration after 105 hours 
of operation. 
Snouted combustors were found to be superior to splitter plate or open diffusers 
when exit temperature profile, durability, and total pressure loss are considered. 
Snouted combustors had higher pressure losses than open diffusers, but open dif- 
fusers provided very poor airflow distribution compared to very good airflow dis- 
tributions for snouted combustors. The 256 scoop combustors were found to be as 
good or better than 512 scoop combustors when considering durability, exit temper- 
ature profile, and exhaust emissions of oxides of nitrogen. 
Lewis Research,Center , 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
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TABLE I. - CONFIGURATION SUMMARY 
OF COMBUSTOR MODELS TESTED 

































TABLE II. - DOUBLE-ANNULAR RAM-INDUCTION 
COMBUSTOR DIMENSIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS 
Length, cm 
Compressor exit to turbine inlet .  . . . . .  51.1 
Fuel nozzle face to turbine inlet . . . . . .  30. 5 
Inlet outside . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  80.77 
Inlet inside . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  71.1 
Outlet outside. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  89.9 
Outlet inside . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  69 .9  
Outside . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  94.2 
Inside . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  57.2 
Reference a rea  (between shrouds), cm . . .  4270 
Diffuser inlet a rea ,  cm . . . . . . . . . . .  1177 
Exit area, cm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2503 
Number of fuel nozzles and swi r l e r s .  . . . .  64 
Number of diffuser struts.  . . . . . . . . . .  16 
Diameter, cm 




Rows, primary zone . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
ROWS, secondary zone . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Ratio length to annulus height 
Outer annulus. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.8 




TABLE III. - TOTAL SCOOP AREAS AND SIZES FOR DOUBLE-ANNULAR 
COMBUSTOR MODELS TESTED 















Type of scoop and its dimensions 
( see  fig. 7) i 1 ~ 
80 .51 






































1 .191  
321.89 
2.532 









A .  Outer l iner  primary 
Discharge a rea ,  cm2 
Length, cm 
Width, cm 
B. Outer l iner  secondary 






C. Outer center shroud primary 





1 .16:  
87 .05  











3. Outer center shroud secondary 






3 .  Inner center shroud primary 







1 . 6 7 1  
1 .628  
122 .85  
1 . 9 8 1  














69 .92  
?. Inner center shroud secondary 













2 .07  
1. a47 
319. 25 





;. Inner l iner primary 










87 .61  
1.755 
1. 560 
I .  Inner l iner  secondary 





1 . 7 4 2  
. Outer annulus swi r l e r s  
Type 





. Inner annulus swi r l e r s  
Type 













'low spreader  o r  snout inlet a r eas  
Outer passage, cm2 
Center passage, cm2 
Inner passage, cm2  















3 0 . 5  
4 0 . 7  
4 2 . 7  
4 5 . 7  
SI, simulated takeoff 
Sa, simulated takeoff 
C1, Mach 2 . 7  c ru ise  
C2, Mach 3 . 0  cru ise  
0 . 0 2 5 3  
. 0 2 1 2  
.0187 
. 0 1 7 1  
TABLE IV. - TEST CONDITIONS 
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TABLE V. - 
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TABLE VI. - COMBUSTOR ACCUMULATED BURN TIME 












Some burning of scoop lips and 
sides of long center scoops 
No damage, very little metal oxidation 
Some burning of scoop lips; long 
center scoops ballooned; and some 
scoop turning vanes los t  
Same as model 6 
Same as model 6 




- I _  - -  J - Trai 
k--Diffuser Ii 
e Airflow I 
Inner  annulus 
X Fuel injection point 
_ _ _ _ - ~ -  ~- $--- 
Figure I. - Typical double-annular combustor wi th open diffuser. 
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Station 3 
1' Station 3.5 -30.5 -- 
L Inner  shroud 
CD-11294-28 







-Outer l iner  - 
c-63-3605 
(a) Viewed from dwns t ream ( fue l  nozzles removed). 
I n n e r  pr imary scoops-! 
Outer secondary scoops 1: i ‘-Center secondary scoops r !  
Outer annu lusJ  ‘Fuel nozzle 
swirfer locations c -69-2929 
(b) Closeup view. 
Figure 3. - Double-annular ram-induct ion combustor w i t h  512 a i r  scoops. 
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(a) Viewed from downstream. 
01) Closeup view. 
Figure 4. - Double-annular ram-induction combustor with 256 a i r  scoops 
I 
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 diffuser strut  locations 
/ ' ' I  
C-71-1995 
(a) Combustor w i th  snout. 
(b) Combustor wi th airflow spreaders. 
Figure 5. - Sideviews showing combustor snouts and airflow spreaders. 
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0 Primary scoops 
Secondary scoops 
1'31 Fuel nozzle locations 
0 Diffuser struts 
(a) Combustor wi th 512 scoops. 
T 
' k 5 . 6 2 5 '  
(b) Combustor wi th 256 scoops. 






Figure 7. - Effective flow area distribution for double-annular ram-induction combustor. Swirler dis- 
charge coefficient, 0.50; hole discharge coefficient, 0 62; scoops and slot discharge coefficient, 1.00. 
(A l l  areas are based on f u l l  annu lus  wi th un i ts  of cm*.) Letter code refers to table EL 
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Air f low Ai r f low 
t t 
C-7 3-3 159 
(a) Radial inflow. (b) Axia l  flow. 




Figure 9. - Schematic of test facility combustion a i r  and fuel. 
I 1  
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- Jacket r ra t v  s ~ p p l y  
- Jacket a t e r  r&rn 
- Fuel manifolds 
7 Supplementary quench 
C D-10713-11 - Exhaust duct LJ 
Figure 10. - Test section overall view. 
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C-74-3476 
(a) Fixed probe. (b) Rotating probe. 
Figure 11. - Exhaust gas sample probes (water cooled). 
Average temperature - 
Figure 12 - Explanation of terms in exit temperature profile parameters. 
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X Fuel injection point 
Percent of measured 
41.0,-> 
(a) Model 1B. Percent of measured flow to in let  flow, 83.6. (b) Model 3. Percent of measured flow to in let  flow, 89.4. 
(c) Model 6. Percent of measured flow to in let  flow. 97.5. (d) Model 7. Percent of measured flow to in let  flow, 110.7. 
(e) Model 10. Percent of measured flow to in let  flow, 89.2. (f) Model 1OA. Percent of measured flow to in le t  flow, 90.0. 
Figure 13. - Comparison of diffuser airf low distribution between combustors. 
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. 3  . 4  
Figure 14. - Comparison of combustor total pressure loss at Mach 3.0 cru ise C2 and simulated takeoff S1 
conditions wi th  1478 K average exit temperature and 62-newton-per-square-centimeter inlet total pressure. 
S1 indicates simulated takeoff at combustor inlet a i r  temperature T3 = 585 K, pressure ratio PR s i2 to 1, 
and reference velocity Vref = 30.5 meters per second; C2 indicates Mach 3.0 cruise at combustor inlet a i r  








only, 1381 K 
< c S (2- 
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(a1 Pattern factor. 
‘-Exit temperature 
only, 1381 K 
Exit temperature 
only, 1381 K 










IC) Rotor factor. 
I 
 ,,s1sz 10A 
10A 
10A 
Figure 16. -Comparison of exit temperature profile parameters for combustor models tested at exit average temper- 
ature of 1418 K. S1 indicates simulated takeoff at combustor inlet air temperature T3 = 585 K, pressure ratio 
PR 
inlet air temperature T3 = 755 K, pressure ratio P R e  23 to 1. and reirence velocity V - 41.3 meters per 
second; C1 indicates Mach 2.7 cruise at combustor inlet air temperature T3 = 840 K andefeference velocity 
Vref = 44.7 meters per second; C2 indicates Mach.3.0 cruise at combustor inlet air temperature T3 = 895 K and 
reference velocity Vref = 45 meters per second. 
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Local factor range 
1.00 to 0.90 
.90 to .80 
.80 to .70 
.70 to .60 
.60 to .50 
.50 to .40 
. 4 0 t o  .30 
. % t o  .20 
.20 to .10 
.10 to .oo 
.OO to -. 10 
-. 10 to -. 20 
-. 20 to -. 30 
-_ u) to -_ 40 
-.40 to -.50 
-.50 to -.60 
-. 60 to -.70 
-.70 to -.80 
-.80 to -. 90 
-. 90 to -1.00 
(a) Model 6 at condit ion S l  (simulated takeoff at combustor in le t  a i r  temperature T3 = 585 K. pressure ra t io  PR E 12 to 1. 
and reference velocity Vref = 3 . 5  misec). In le t  total pressure, 62 newtons per square centimeter; i n l e t  temperature, 
590 K; exit average temperature, 1478 K; pattern factor, 0.169. 
Figure 18. - Ci rcumferent ia l  exit temperature expressed in terms of local factor. 
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Local factor range 
1.00 to 0.90 
.90to .80 
.80to .70 
.70 to .60 
.mto .!a 
. !a t0 .40 
. 4 0 t O  .30 
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.20 to .10 
.10 to .OO 
.oo to -. 10 
-. 10 to -. 20 
-. 20 to -. 30 
-. 30 to -. 40 
-.40 to -.50 
-.50 to -.a 
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-.80 to -.90 
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(b) Model 6 at condition 5 (simulated takeoff at combustor inlet a i r  temperature T3 = 755 K, pressure rat io PR z 23 to 1, 
and reference velocity 3, 
755 K; reference velocity, 60:7 meters per second; exit average temperature, 1478 K; pattern factor, 0.154. 
41.3 mlsec). Inlet total pressure, 62 newtons per square centimeter; in le t  temperature, 
Figure 18. - Continued. 
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Local factor range 
J 1.00to 0.90 
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H .80 to .70 
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(cl  Model 6 at condition C1 (Mach 2.7 cruise at combustor inlet air temperature T3 = 840 K and reference velocity 
Vref = 44.7 mlsec). Inlet total pressure, 41 newtons per square centimeter; reference velocity, 42.7 meters per 
per second; exit average temperature, 1478 K; pattern factor, 0.145. 
Figure 18. - Continued. 
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Local factor range 
1.00 to 0.90 
.90 to .80 
.80 to .70 
.70 to .60 




.a t0  .IO 
.IO to .oo 
.oo to -. 10 
-. 10 to -. a 
-. 20 to -. 30 
-. 30 to -. 40 
-. 40 to -.50 
-.50 to -.60 
-.60 to -.70 
-.70 to -. 80 
-.80 to -.90 
-. 90 to -1.00 
(dl Model 6 at condition C2 (Mach 3.0 cruise at combustor in let  a i r  temperature T3 = 840 K and reference velocity 
Vref ; 45 mlsec). In let  total pressure, 62 newtons per square centimeter; in let  temperature, 895 K; reference 
velocity, 45.7 meters per second; exit average temperature, 1478 K; pattern factor, 0.187. 
Figure 18. - Continued. 
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Local factor range 
1.00 to 0.90 
.90 to .80 
.80 to .70 
.70 to .MI 
.60 to .50 
.50 to .40 
.mto .30 
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.20 to .10 
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(e) Model 3 at  condit ion S1 (simulated takeoff at combustor in le t  a i r  temperature T3 = 585 K; pressure ra t io  PR I 23 
to 1. and reference velocity Vref = 30.5 mlsec). In le t  total pressure, 62 newtons per square centimeter; i n l e t  tem- 
perature. 590 K;  exit average temperature reduced to 1389 K; pattern factor, 0.588. 
Figure 18. - Concluded. 
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(a-1) Model 1B. 
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(a-3) Model 6. 
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Deviation from average exit temperature 
(a-4) Model 7. (a-5) Model 10. (a-6) Model 1OA. 
(a) Simulated takeoff condition of 6'2-newton-per-square-centimeter in let  total pressure, 
Figure 19. - Comparison of radial average and peak temperature profiles for combustor 
589 K in let  temperature, and 30.5-meter-per-second reference velocity. 
models tested at an exit temperature of 1478 K except model 3 which was tested at 
1367 K. 
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Average radial temperature prof i le --- Peak radial temperature prof i le 
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(b-3) Model 10. (b-4) Model 10A. 
(b) Simulated Mach 3.0 c ru ise  condition of 62-newton-per-square- 
centimeter in le t  total pressure, 895 K i n le t  temperature, and 48-meter- 
per-second reference velocity. 
Figure 19. - Concluded. 
Model 
number 
a 1 0 1 B  
0 6  
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In le t  a i r  temperature, K 
Figure 20. - M i n i m u m  in le t  pressure for  wh ich  ign i t ion  w i t h  80 K tem- 
perature r i se  could be obtained w i th  combustor reference Mach n u m -  









4 -  
, ~ E x i t  temper- 
ature, 1381 K 
01 I 
Condition: SI 
Model number: 3 6 7  10 10A 
Figure 21. - Comparison of NO emissions index for combustor models tested at 
exit average temperature of 1)478 K. SI indicates simulated takeoff at combus- 
tor  in let  a i r  temperature T3 = 585 K, pressure ratio PR 2 12 to 1, and refer- 
ence velocity Vref = 30.5 meters per second; S 2  indicates simulated takeoff at 
combustor inlet air  temperature T3 = 755 K, pressure ratio PR E 23 to 1, and 
reference velocity Vref = 4:. 3 meters per second; C1 indicates Mach 2.7 
cruise at combustor in et a i r  temperature T3 = 840 K and reference velocity 
Vref = 44.7 meters per second; C2 indicates Mach 3.0 cruise at combustor 
inlet a i r  temperature T3 = 895 K and reference velocity Vref = 45 meters per 
second. 
48 
- *  _.-_ I 1 C-74-2907 -rsarrp. & '., 5%; 
Figure 22. - Typical distress encountered by combustor models 1, 6, and 10 after over 100 hours of testing (circled 
areas). 
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